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Weekly Newsletter from 16-20 September 2013

After my today’s mediations

Dear Members,

During the weekend I was just thinking about the human brain because it is the most unique thing
that exists in nature and in the human body. The more that you use it, the more it starts working in
that directions. In the last 25 years the human brain has brought unbelievable changes. Innovations
in technology made us believe that in the future coming time humans may be able to create a new
world. Very surprisingly, the rest of the world didn’t play a major role in this innovations compared to
USA resident people. Why are American kids and young entrepreneurs moving so fast ahead as
compared to the rest of the world! We all have the same brain but the ability of working or using the
brain is different in all different parts of the world. I was meditating on this subject, and I think the
upbringing of a child plays a major role in this. American parents give more freedom or make their
child independent and these young kids chose their own path and they don’t feel pressure of older
people or interference of family members or from religion. These young people don’t feel fear of
taking risks and this is putting them far ahead in the race of creation and innovations.

In Islamic nations young kids are so restricted and pressured at a younger age, and that is what is
playing a most negative role for brains to not work freely. Brains also start working in certain
boundaries and we find that younger generations in Islamic nations are less creative and innovative
compared to the western world (I am not saying that every child but numbers are far lesser than
western world). The same is happening in Africa and many Asian nations where older people or elders
in the family are controlling the lives of the younger generations. I am not saying that elder people in
these regions are bad, but I am trying to make point that freedom to young generations in these region
will make the world more balancing and challenging otherwise USA will control 90 to 95% of the
innovation and the rest of world will remain consumers.

We always put some other topic in our weekly newsletter because all these topic all directly or
indirectly connected to the financial market. As we are very optimistic about USA’s future and its
economy, the world will lag behind and the gap will keep widening between USA and the world in
coming time, so it would be better to remain invested in USA, USA companies and USD. A few people
from Asia and middle east are send us emails saying that I am pro-USA, but let me tell you one more
time, that in my predictions I neither favor any country, group or religion; nor do I have anything
against any country, religion or group. I just predict what I see. As we mentioned in 2011 September
when the European crisis was on pick; that USA market would outperform the world. We
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recommended investing in USA, USA stock market and USA companies. In Technology and Biotech
USA companies will move far ahead, these stocks will multiply in many folds in the next five to twenty
years. We are sure about the banking and financial sector for the longer term but the next two years
housing, banking and financial service sector will also perform extremely well.

World religious leaders and Politicians “especially in the middle-east” must change their attitude. They
should bring freedom to their society and free social or democratic system which will bring more
growth and progress into the society or country. Younger generations ready to work hard and ready
to make the world better place to live, the world should learn from USA. Normally in the Islamic world,
many African countries and Asian countries; in fact even in many European countries they dislike USA
but the truth is they use most of things in their daily life which is created or produced by USA
companies.

In short, history is ready to write a great chapter for USA market, and we have time until 5 October
to start building up positions in the market, buy great quality companies. If you have time then spend
more time doing research on companies and I am here to do my best to guide you. From October 1
we are starting stock recommendations report and we hope that this services will able to help you.

Most important note: At this stage you investment strategy should be for the next 15 months, as
next 15 months will be great for the USA market. If you trading market and if you don’t do anything
else than please give more time to market, in fact you can make it your full time job to be traders for
the next two years. Invest with quality companies or invest in small companies which are trying to
build future products.

Anyways, don’t forget to meditate five to ten minutes every day in the morning, give time to
yourself. If you can do it few times during the day it will be great. If you are making money then you
must help your close family members, neighbors, society, and must spend on good cause.

Here is this week newsletter from 16-20 September 2013

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Finally metals came down on Thursday and Friday of last week.
Astro indicators are very negative for precious and base
metals at this stage. Stay away from any buying in metals and
metal stocks.
Here is HUI gold
bugs chart for
the last ten
years and two

years. There is no
doubt that metals investors made fortunes by investing
in metals from 2001 to 2009 but investors of metal stocks
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lost fortunes in the 2008 crash. Many lost 95% of their capital during the 2008 crash in metal stocks.
But 2009/10/11 only quality
metals stocks came up sharply.
Mid-cap and small cap stocks
never gained that much. From
mid-2011 metals stocks kept
losing value and most investors
lost big. HUI index lost huge
value and came down from 600
to 200. Yes, it is a sad story but
now many still trust metals and
we warn those who are
predicting or investing in metals
because we don’t see any major
upward trend in metals after
mid-November. In fact negative time has already started from last week and we won’t be surprised if
metals crashed 50% from here in the next one year.

Last week metals fell sharply as predicted. On Friday gold recovered from lows as recommended. This
week metals will trade negatively from Monday to Wednesday so sell on higher opening, and we
see corrections coming each day from high so take selling opportunity on any rise on these three days.

On Thursday and Friday we may see some positive trend so take a buying opportunity on any rise. If
gold and silver failed to rise on Thursday and Friday it will confirm that huge corrections is on the way.

We are predicting some uncertain scenario developing in Syria from 27 September and this
uncertain situations can remain until 4 October. During this period we see the possibility of an Attack
on Syria. Assad doesn’t have any choice left so it would be better if he cooperated and hands over all
chemical weapons. President Obama has done everything and all credit goes to him, if he wanted to
attack Syria he could have done it without congress support but he has a great astro combinations
and he won’t do things to harm the world. He will wait till the last day so better Assad should
cooperate otherwise America may attack and this attack will last only five days because the negative
time is ending on 5 October.

Here is Monday’s range: (Gold/platinum Oct 2013 and rest December contract):

GOLD: $1335.50 to $1309.90

SILVER: $22.47 TO $21.70

COPPER: $324.90 TO $318.80

PALLADIUM: $711.10 TO $692.90

PLATINUM: $1462.80 TO $1433.50
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INDEXES

Last week all major markets remained positive, and many
stocks in USA hit all-time high. This week is a FED meeting
but it is a very important one as everyone will be keeping
their eye on the Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke plan or
announcement tapering. I am a bit sad that Chairman
Bernanke will be replaced, I wish that Fed Chairman
Bernanke stays for a term. We have been supporting and
admiring Ben Bernanke since the day he got appointed

because we liked his astro chart and we were sure that he
had a great ability to handle any disaster. We also saw that during his era the USA market would rise
and they did after the housing crash.

Anyways; many are concerned about the Fed meeting but we are not; any weakness should be taken
as a buying opportunity after the Fed announcement.

Also fiscal issue is coming, so traders will be watching developments very closely. Anyways, we already
predicted last week that all major world markets may remain sideways or on both sides until the 5th
of October so trade carefully. Don’t hold any big positions or speculative trades in the futures markets.
If you like to hold stocks then must buy some short term put positions in the market to protect your
investment because we are not 100% confident about the market trend from this week until the end
of the first week of October.

Emerging markets will also came down from Tuesday. In short, it is time to remain sideways, don’t
trade leverage, keep lot of cash and keep adding small positions on any weakness until 5 October.

The best strategy will be trading in and out on a short term basis or watch the daily trading range. The
down side in the market will be limited but still S&P may go back to 1630 or 1623 (these prices are
possible during the last week of September of early part of October).

Housing and mortgage stocks will outperform during the next two weeks so keep adding these stocks.
Stay away from solar and other energy stocks at this stage. Tech stocks will remain sideways or a bit
weaker during the next weeks from Tuesday.

On Monday market will trade positive and higher prices are possible. Last week out target of 1717
never got achieved but this early this week we are hopeful that S&P may achieve our predicted target.
Tuesday to Friday we see the market moving in both directions, and on Tuesday and Wednesday the
market may give up gains.

We are not recommending any short positions but if you feel bit nervous then take small put options
on Tuesday to protect your buying positions in stocks and indexes.

Monday’s trading range (December contract):
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AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5248 to 5195

NIKKEI (Sep) – 14580 TO 14359

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 5896 to 5807

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3139 TO 3117

HONG KONG (cash) – 23131 to 22890

CAC – 4127 TO 4083

DAX – 8595 TO 8475

DEX EURO STOXX – 2878 - 2839

FTSE – 6599 TO 6537

S&P – 1702.75 TO 1680.00

NASDAQ – 3212.25 TO 3168.25

RUSSELL – 1065.50 TO 1050.25

DOW – 15505 TO 15279

TREASURY BOND

Finally thirty year bond came very close to our predicted level
128.00, so get ready to take some buying positions as we
may see some positive trend starting for the next three
weeks. Buy Treasury bonds on Tuesday around predicted
lower sides.

On Friday we may see some weakness, but next looks very
positive for thirty years bond.

Monday’s trading range (Dec contract):

TREASURY BOND – 130-33 TO 129-12
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SOFT COMMODITIES

Last week soft commodities remained in a positive direction,
and our predictions of bottoming out of all major soft
commodities on 5 October after Venus changing house. We
have also been predicting that soft commodities will
outperform all major commodities and we still see that
happening.

Today once again we would like to remind you that our coffee
predictions will fulfill in 2014. Coffee will not only reach $300

but it will create a history in future market. All our members must have coffee positions in their
account, if you are not holding any call options then you should buy it.

Sugar and cocoa will trade sideways to positive, but some profit booking will come on Wednesday so
if you make some profit then you should book profit.

Lumber moved limit up on Friday, hold lumber positions at this stage.

Avoid orange juice and cotton for the next three days or you can trade in out.

Monday trading range: (December 2013 Contract)

COFFEE: $122.35 TO $119.10

COTTON: $85.47 TO $84.20

COCOA: $2599 TO $2550

SUGAR: $17.30 TO $17.11 Oct

ORANGE JUICE: $141.30 TO $137.10

GRAINS

Last week Soy and meal moved up, but this week we see
weakness coming back in the market from late Tuesday so
sell on any rise in grains on Tuesday. On Monday some
weakness will come in grains after touching our predicted
higher side range.

Soy oil looks negative, so one should take selling opportunity
on Monday and hold positions during this week as we won’t

be surprised if Soy oil falls this whole week.
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Monday we may see some recovery in wheat, but the overall trend in grains is not supported by all
major planets so at this stage we are not recommending any aggressive buy. Yes, we like wheat for
the medium and longer term.

Sell Soy and soy meal on late Tuesday as huge corrections can occur. Avoid any buying in rice, corn
and wheat.

Monday’s trading range (Nov/December 2013 contracts):

CORN: $460.5 TO $451.50

WHEAT: $648.50 TO $634.25

SOY: $1406.75 TO $1365.25

SOY MEAL: $447.50 TO $436.90

SOY OIL: $43.16 TO $42.05

RICE: $15.50 TO 15.31

ENERGY

Positive time is ending for oil, as it is ready for huge corrections, and we are just concerned about the
negative astro cycle from 27 September to 4 October and

during this period if an attack takes place on Syria then we
may see oil going towards $119.

After predicting a sideways movement for oil since the last
two months of sideways and now we are predicting that for
the first time oil is ready to move down. We won’t be
surprised at all if oil moves towards $80.00 level. Mostly

heating oil and RB gas always follow oil and this time they will
do the same so also take selling positions in both won’t be bad trade.

On Monday we may see some positivity in oil, but one should sell oil around the predicted higher side
because either from late Monday or Tuesday oil will fall sharply and weakness will continue for this
week. RB gas and heating oil will follow oil.

On Thursday and Friday oil will also give up gains.

Natural gas will trade mixed, so trade in and out in natural gas. The higher side is limited for oil so take
a trading opportunity.

Monday’s trading range (October contracts):
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OIL: $108.18 to $106.80 Oct contract

NATURAL GAS: $3.74 to $3.60 Oct contract

HEATING OIL: $3.0810 TO $3.0755

RB GAS: $2.7630 TO $2.7090

CURRENCIES

US Dollar remained weaker during last week, but it traded
around 81.50 for three days so watch US dollar very closely, if
dollar closes below this level then it can touch 80.73 (chances
are 10%). The sun changing house from Leo to Virgo will surely
support dollar Index from 16 September. Predicting Dollar
index’s trend is the most difficult job because there are five
major currencies which impact the trend of dollar index. If Euro
falls and other currencies like Pound and Yen rise than dollar

index doesn’t move up that much. Any way’s the overall trend in dollar index looks very positive for
the medium and longer term so stay in long positions in USD. From late Monday we see all major
currencies will fall sharply so take selling opportunity on any higher opening.

From this week we see weakness in Euro and Swiss Franc from the middle of Monday but major
weakness will start from Tuesday. And the whole week euro and Swiss franc will remain weaker.

British Pound will trade positively on Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday it will trade negatively
and on Thursday a mixed kind of trend will remain. On Friday Pound may rise again.

Australian, New Zealand and Canadian dollar will remain weaker from late Tuesday so avoid any
buying’ selling on rise is recommended. On Thursday Australian dollar may gain some value but will
fall again on Friday.

Emerging market currencies will trade on both sides on Monday and Tuesday but will sharply fall from
Thursday and weakness will continue on Friday as well.  One can sell Indian Rupee, real, rand, peso,
Rubble on Thursday and book nice profit on Friday.

On Tuesday after the Fed announcement one should buy Dollar on any weakness as the lower side
will remain limited and from Thursday a huge up side move will come in USD. On Wednesday US Dollar
will remain mixed.

Monday’s trading range: (December contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 81.69 to 81.20

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9300 to 0.9231
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CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.9689 to 0.9621

BRITISH POUND – 1.5938 to 1.5850

EURO – 1.3385 to 1.3275

JAPANESE YEN – 1.0139 to 1.0029

NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR: 0.8170 to 0.8080

SWISS FRANC – 1.0832 to 1.0739

RUPPEE – 64.07 to 63.01 (Spot)

RAND – 09.89 to 09.77 (Spot)

Best advice:

For the next two and a half weeks our members should trade carefully, trading in and out strategy will
work very well for them. Sell metals on higher, book profit in Indexes and hold selling in oil.

FNMA, SPF, HZNP, HOV, FMCC will do well. Apple will hold $459, Starbucks has done very well. Visa
and Master card also performed very well. Keep adding Yahoo and Microsoft in your account.

Stock report Subscriptions starting, today you can subscribe
at current low rate: This Subscriptions you start subscribing

from 23 September 2013

Years after numerous requests from our members, we decided to start this service. This
service will help you create the most unique stock portfolio according to the wave of
nature/astro cycle. Subscribers of this service will receive a monthly letter as well as a few
updates every week.

 Stock buying recommendations for short, medium and longer terms
 Core buying positions for your portfolio
 Call and put options for medium and longer term strategies
 Hedging trade by selling negative sector

We will cover stocks, Etf’s and sectors which are running into the positive astro cycle.

In the last eighteen months, our favorite stocks did amazingly well and they were:
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VISA, Master Card, Amex, Tesla, Wholefood, FMCC, FNMA, Yahoo, Priceline, Amazon,
Starbuck, TSL, SPWR, CSIQ, HYGS, NANO, Home builder and housing etfs and many others.
(Many of these stocks have provided 100-500% returns)

Our advice of not buying mining stocks (precious and base metals) has done very well.

Current offer subscriptions price:

On month - $199

Three months - $525

Six months - $900

Twelve Months $1690

This new service starting offer will remain for a limited period. Once this offer is over, our
new price will be $500 per month, three months $1410, six months $2590 and twelve
months $4790.

Thanks & God Bless

Mahendra Sharma

Sunday 03.30 PM, Santa Barbara

s

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


